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This paper describes the design of a statistical expert system STATEX. Statistical 

program in STATEX is considered as a sequence of capsules c,alculating statistics. The insides 

of the capsules are not open to statistical analysts but the definitions and the meanings of the 

statistics calculated by the capsules are open to them. STATEX can automatically generate 

statistical programs based on the numerical definitiori for each capsule and a sequence of 

capsules with loops and branches. STATEX has various statistical knowledges; purposes for 

statistical analysis, statistics , statistical methods, conditions for loops and branches, massages 

from statistical programs, responses of statistical analysts, and examples of statistical analyses 

Statistical method developers store most of the statistical knowledge in order to develop 

statistical programs. Hence STATEX makes easy statistical knowledge acquisition 
STATEX supports statistically narve users to analyze statistical data by the functions ; selection 

of the optimum statistical method, explanation of statistics and statistical methods including the 

fiow of a statistical program, and display of examples of statistical analyses. The function of 

automatic program generation m STATEX supports non-programers to develop/modify statis-

tical programs without any programing tequnique . We have already developed the functions 

of method selection and automatic program generation 

1 . Imtroductiom 

The development of statistical packages enables non-programers to analyze statisti-

cal data without much knowledge about statistics. But there are some problems in 

statistical packages. Statistical analysts often use statistical packages without enough 

understanding about statistical methods. Therefore they feel to be difficult to select the 

optimum statistical method for their purposes from many available statistical programs 

They also mistake to understand the results of statistical analyses. Moreover, it is 

difficult for statistical method developers to include new statistical programs into 

statistical packages because they do not have much knowledge about computers 

In order to solve these problems, some researchers developed various statistical 

expert systems. Gale [2] developed REX which is an expert system for regression 

analysis. EXPLORA [3] is an expert system to roughly analyze large data sets and to 

extract interesting results from data. WAMASTEX [1], which is integrated into the 

SAS package, gives heuristic statistical guidance to clinical physicians in hospital 

departments. But these expert systems partially solved the above problems. There is 
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no discussion about statistical knowledge acquisition which is one of the most important 

feature in expert system. 

In order to solve the above all problems, we design a statistical expert system 

STATEX. In statistical packages, statistical programs are considered as black boxes 

for statistical analysts. Statistical analysts only give few parameters for executing 

statistical programs. Then statistical programs calculate various statistics. In 

STATEX, statistical programs are considered as sequences of capsules calculating 

statistics. The insides of the capsules are not open to statistical analysts but the 

definitions and the meanings of statistics calculated by the capsules are open to them 

Statistical analysts can execute the sequence of capsules defined by statistical method 

developers. They can also specify the next excuted capsule according to the result of 

each capsule. 

STATEX manages various knowledges about statistical analysis; correspondence of 

statistical methods and purposes of statistical analysis, the sequence of statistics con-

structing statrstical methods, the definition and the meaning of each statistic, and so on 

These knowledges about statistical analysis are given by statistical method developers 

Statrstical programs realizing statistical methods are automatically generated by the 

sequence of statistics and the definition of each statistic 

Therefore STATEX can support statistical analysts not having much knowledge 

about statistics. Automatic statistical program generating function mekes easy to 

acquire statistical knowledge from statistical method developers 

2. ProbleHns im statistical packages 

In this section we discuss some problems for statistical analysts and statistical 

method developers in statistical packages 

2 . I Problems fin statistical amalysis 

In the following, we analyze processes in statistical analysis and statistical know-

ledge used in statistical analysis. 

(1) Clarification of purpose 

We understand the real world which we try to analyze by using statistical methods 

and clarify our purpose. In this step, we need the knowledge about (a) effective 

statistical methods for our purposes and (b) examples of statistical analyses applied to 

srmilar purposes 

(2) Data collection 

We collect data for the attainment of the clarified purpose. In this step, we need 

the knowledge about (c) the method of data collection for applicable statistical methods 

(3) Data input into computer 

We input the collected data into computer and browse the summary of the data 

In this step we need the knowledge about (d) the method for finding outliers and the 
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standard of judgement of them (e) variable transformations and (f) the precondition for 

statistical methods and the method for checking the precondition 

(4) Selection of statistical methods 

We select effective statistical methods for the clarified purpose in (1). In this step 

we need the knowledge about (g) the definitions and the meanings of statistics, and 

results of testing statistical hypothesis, and (h) the models assumed in statistical 

methods, and (i) the correspondence of statistical methods and statistical programs 

(5) Execution of statistical programs 

We execute statistical programs corresponding to the statistical methods selected in 

(4) . In this step we need the knowledge about ( j) the flow of processes in statistical 

programs, (k) the meanings of parameters for executing statistical programs, and (1) the 

methods to deal with the messages from statistical programs. 

(6) Interpretation of results 

We apprehend the statistical meanings of the results of statistical programs and 

judge whether the results are consistent with our experience in the real world. In this 

step we need the knowledge about (m) the statistical meanings of statistics and the 

results of testing statistical hypothesis 

Users of statistical packages usually must get the above mentioned knowledge from 

manuals and text books of statistics. Statistical packages output suitable results based 

on suitable parameters and data even if the selected method is not appropriate for user's 

purpose of the specified parameters are statistically wrong. Therefore users not having 

enough statistical knowledge often use unapplicable statistical methods for their pur-

poses and mistake to understand the results of statistical analyses 

2.2 . Problems im, statistical method developmemt 

Statistical method developers can use various sub programs calculating eigen values 

and inverse matrix , which are prepared in statistical packages, in order to develop main 

programs corresponding to new statistical methods. However they must develop sub 

programs calculating new statistics . In order to develop these new programs, they must 

study the knowledge about computer system and numerical calculation. Even if a new 

statistical program is made up by the modification of a conventional statistical program , 

it is difficult to edit the conventional program without any knowledge about computer 

and numerical calculation 

3. Design of STATEX 

In statistical packages, most of the statistical knowledges mentioned in 2.1 are 

embedded in statistical programs. Statistical analysts can get the result of statistical 

analysis by a few parameters for executing a statistical program. But they cannot know 

the fiow of the process in the program wrthout manuals 

In STATEX, programs calculating statistics or testing statistical hypothesis are 
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considered as capsules and a statistical program corresponding to a statistical method is 

defined as a sequence of capsules. So statistical analysts cannot see how the programs 

calculate statistics, which are insides of capsules, but they can see the numerical 

definition of statistics calculated in each capsule and the sequence of capsules realizing 

the statistical method. Moreover statistical analysts can also decide next executed 

capsule according to the results of previously executed capsules 

3.1 Desigm of ffiles in STATEX 

STATEX has the following files 

 

Stevens [9] classified scales in statistical data into four types; nominal scale, ordinal 

scale, interval scale, and ratio scale. Nominal scale is used for identification of groups, 

such as kind and brand. There is only equal relation between groups. Ordinal scale 

gives ordinal relation between groups, such as rank of quality and level of taste 

Nominal scale and ordinal scale are called qualitative scale. Interval scale defines 

interval or distance, such as temperature (Centigrade or Fahrenheit) . Ratio scale is an 

interval scale having the absolute origin , such as weight and height . Interval scale and 

ratio scale are called quantitative scale. We can select a desirable statistical method 

corresponding to user's purpose and types of scale presenting data by using the hiarachy 

of purposes of statistical analysis in Appendix 

Purpose file manages the hierarchy of purposes of statistical analysis and .statistical 

methods corresponding to the purposes 

 

This file manages the flow of statistical analysis, the purpose of the statistical 

analysis, the used statistical methods , and the field of the real world such as agriculture , 

economics and medicine 

 
Method file has the fields, the purpose of statistical analysis achievable by the 

statistical method, the assumed statistical model and precondition, the desirable data 
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sampling method, the name of statistical program corresponding to the statistical 

method, and the sequence of statistics with some loops and branches. 

 

Statistic file manages statistics. Mam fields in the file are the definition by 

numerical equation with predefined statistics and the meaning of statistic 

 

We can define almost statistics by numerical equations. However it is difficult to 

define some complex statistics by numerical equations, such as eigen values and inverse 

matrix. We may directly develop programs calculating these statistics without the 

function of automatic program generation. Program file manages these programs by 

the fields, program name, purpose, input/output parameters and their meanings 

 

Sequences of capsules in STATEX have some loops and branches which are 
controlled by statistical analysts and the results of statistical calculations. Condition file 

manages these loops and branches with the fields, condition (COND) and next process 

(PROC) . In COND field, we may record conditions for loops and branches with 

numerical equations. In PROC field, we may specify "message number" (display the 

specified message), EXIT (continue next process defined in Method file), and RETURN 

"process number" (return to the specified process in Method file) 

 

Message file manages messages to statistical analysts which are the meanings of the 

values of statistics and the results of testing statistical hypothesis, and questions for 

deciding next process, such as "Data are skewed. Do you want any transformation?" 

 

Response file manages statistical analyst's responses (RESPONSE) , its meanings 

(MEAN) , and next processes (PROCESS). For example, RESPONSE = 'Y', MEAN 
= 'transformation of data' and PROCESS= 'trans (X) : EXIT' imply that; if you want to 

transform data then you may input 'Y'. Statistical program continues next process 

defined in statistical method after transformation of data X. In PROCESS field, we 

may record "program name" (execute the specified program) , EXIT (continue next 

process defined in Method file), "message number" (display the specafied message) and 

RUTURN "process number" (return to specified process in Method file) 

3.2 Functions of STATEX 

We show the summary of STATEX in Figure 3 . Statistical data and statistical 

knowledge are managed by a database management system (DBMS). The functions in 

the right side are usually used by statistical method developers. Statistical analysts 

usually use the functions in the left side. But they sometimes use the functions in the 

nght side in order to modify statistical methods. We show the functions of STATEX in 

the following. 
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Figure 3 . Summary of STATEX 

 

STATEX suggests a desirable statistical method on the basis of statistical analyst's 

purpose and some characteristics of data. We show an example in Figure 4. Each 

underlined string of characters means a parameter specified by a user 

1 . Prediction of observed variables (Y) from observed variables (X) 

2. Prediction of unobserved variables (Y) from observed variables (X) 

3 . Comprehension of relation between two groups of variables. X and Y 

4. Representation of data X with fewer variables Y 

5 . Comprehension of the information about distribution of variables X 

What purpose do you have? 1 

1 MATHT 2 MATWl 3 FATHT 4 FATvrl 
5 MATAGE 6 FATAGE 7 BABYHT 8 BABYWl] 

Specify X･･････1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

Specify Y･･････7, 8 

1 . Predictor equation is linear 

2. Predictor equation is not linear 

Which do you select? 1 

Multiple regression analysis is effective for your purpose . Do you execute? Y 

Figure 4. Example of Method selection 
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STATEX searches Purpose file with the parameters specified by a user and the 

types of scale of the used variables. 

 

STATEX displays numerical equation and the meaning of statistic , and the mean-

ings of the values of statistic. STATEX also displays the flow of process, model, 

achievable purpose, and data sampling methods effectrve for statistical methods 

 

While a statistical program is executing, STATEX also supports a statistical analyst 

to interpret the meanmgs of the values of statistics and to decide the next process by 

Condition file, Message file, and Response file 

 

STATEX can record the logging of statistical analysis and display it as an example 

of statistical analysis according to the specified statistical method or purpose 

 

This function supports statistical method developers to entry and edit statistical 

knowledge except for examples of statistical analysis 

 

STATEX automatically generates programs which can calculate statistics defined by 

numerical equations. STATEX also automatically generates statistical programs cor-

respoinding to the statistical methods defined by sequences of statistics 

4. Features of STATEX 

STATEX has the following features 

 

STATEX has much statistical knowledge in manuals of statistical packages and text 

books of statistics. STATEX also has the flow of process in statistical programs as 

records in files. So statistical analysts can see the statistical knowledge at any time 

STATEX can easily acquire the statistical knowledge because statistical method 

developers store rt to generate statistical programs 

 

Statistical method developers may give numerical equation of statistic, sequence of 

statistrcs, message to statistical analyst and so on, in order to develop statistical 

programs. Therefore when they develop a new statistical program by editing the 

partial of a conventional statistical program, they may edit the stored information 

corresponding to the conventional statistical program . STATEX automaticlly gener-

ates a new statistical program by using the editted information. Moreover if a statistic-

al analyst want to calculate some other statistics in a statistical program, he may add 

numerical equations for the statistics to Statistic file 

 

In a statistical package we must directly edit a statistical program to change some 
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messages from the statistical program. But we can freely change any message from 

statistical program in STATEX by editing Message file. Therefore it is easy to display 

messages according to the level of statistical knowledge of statistical analysts and the 

fields of the real world to which data belong, such as agriculture, economics, and 

medicine 

5. Conclusion 

We have designed the statistical expert system STATEX supporting statistical 

analysts not having much statistical knowledge . The function automatically generating 

statistical programs makes easy to acquire statistical. knowledge from statistical method 

developers. We have already developed the function selecting statistical method for 

statistical analyst's purpose. We also have developed the function automatically gener-

ating statistical programs [5] and have generated the similar program to regression 

analysis program by Tarumi and Tanaka [10] . We will try to generate more complex 

statistical programs and implement STATEX based on our design 
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A p pemdix 

1 . Prediction 

1 . I All variables are observable. 

1 . I . I Prediction of criterion variables with quantitative scale from predictor vari-

ables with qualitative scale 
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　　（We　denote“Qua11tat1ve　sca1e⇒Quant1tat1ve　sca1e”）

1111　The　mmber　of　cr1ter1on　vanab1es1s　one

1．1．1．1．1　The　number　of　predictor　variab1es　is　one．

　　　　　　　　　　〈0ne　way1ayout〉

11112　The　others
　　　　　　　　　　〈Ana1ys1s　of　vanance＞

1112　The　number　of　cr1tenon　vanab1es1s　more　than　one

　　　　　　　　　　〈Mu1t1vanate　ana1ys1s　of　var1ance〉

112　Qua11tat1ve　sca1e⇒Qua11tat1ve　sca1e

　　　　　　　　　　〈Mu1t1p1e　cont1ngency　tab1e〉

113　Qua11tat1ve　sca1e　and　Quant1tat1ve　sca1e

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　⇒Quant1tat1ve　sca1e

　　　　　　　　　　〈Ana1ys1s　of　covar1ance，Mu1t1p1e　regress1on　ana1ys1s〉

114　Qua11tat1ve　sca1e　and　Quant1tat1ve　sca1e

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　⇒Qua肚at1ve　sca1e

　　　　　　　　　　＜Mu肚1p1e　contmgency　ta1be〉

115　Quant1at1ve　sca1e⇒Quant1at1ve　sca1e

　　　　　　　　　　〈D1scrmmant　ana1ys1s〉

116　Quant1at1ve　sca1e⇒Quant1at1ve　sca1e

1．1．6．1　　Predictor　is1inear．

11611　The　num．ber　of　cr1tenon　var1ab1es1s　one

　　　　　　　　　　〈S1mp1e　regress1on　ana1ys1s〉

11612　The　number　of　cr1tenon　var1ab1es1s　more　than　one

　　　　　　　　　　〈Mu1t1p1e　regress1on　ana1ys1s〉

1．1．6．2　　Predictor　is　not1inear．

11621　Pred1ctor1s　po1ynoma1
　　　　　　　　　　〈Po1ynoma1regress1on　ana1ys1s〉

11622　Pred1ctor1s　not　po1ynom1a1
　　　　　　　　　　〈Curve　regression　ana1ysis〉

12　Cr1ter1on　vanab1es　are　not　obsewab1e

121　Quant1tat1ve　sca1e⇒Quant1tat1ve　sca1e
　　　　　　　　　　〈Factor　ana1ysis〉

122　Quant1tat1ve　sca1e⇒Qua11tat1ve　sca1e

　　　　　　　　　　〈C1uster　ana1ys1s〉

123　Quant1tat1ve　sca1e⇒Qua11tat1ve　sca1e

　　　　　　　　　　〈C1uster　ana1ys1s〉

124　Qua肚at1ve　sca1e⇒Quant1tat1ve　sca1e

　　　　　　　　　　〈Latent　structure　ana1ys1s〉

2　Comprehens1on　of　the　present　state

21　Comprehens1on　of　re1at1on　between　two　groups

211　Re1at1on　between　a　group　of　var1ab1es　w1th　quant1tat1ve　sca1e　and　a　group　of
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variables with qualitatrve scale 

(We denote "(Quantitative scale, Qualitative scale)") 

2.1.1.1 Each variable with qualitative scale has only two values 

2.1.1.1.1 Difference between means of variables with quantitative scale 

 

2.1.1.1.2 Difference between variances of variables with quantitative scale 

 

2.1.1.2 Some variables with qualitative scale have more than two values 

2.1.1.2.1 Difference between means of variables with quantitative scale 

 

2.1.2 (Quantitative scale, Quantitative scale) 

 

2.1.3 (Qualitative scale, Qlralitative scale) 

2.1.3.1 (Ordinal scale, Ordinal scale) 

 

2.1.3.2 One group has ordinal scale and each vari~ble in the other group has only 

two values. 

 

2.1.3.3 The others 

 

2.2 Presentation of data with fewer variables 

2.2.1 Analysrs as one group 

2.2.1.1 All variables have quantitative scale 

 

2.2.1.2 All variables have qualitative scale 

 

2.2.2 Analysis as two groups 

2.2.2.1 All variables have quantitative scale 

 

2.3 Comprehension of the information about distributions of a variable 

2 . 3 . I Comparison with theoretical distributions 

2.3.1.1 Analysis of the variable with qualitative scale 

 

2.3.2 Estimation of unknown parameters of distribution function 

2.3.2.1 One point 

 

2.3.2.2 Interval 

 


